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ABSTRACT
The purpose of TongueMove is to make a simple and easy tongue-machine interaction
interface. Unlike other similar projects that is work with additional complicated
hardware equipment, TongueMove can be running only through a laptop or pad with
built-in camera which do not need expensive hardware cost and is also simple and
quick in installation.
The tongue can twisted in different shapes and postures, because this flexible
structure is formed due to the tangling of muscles which can make it implement all
kinds of movement. The user can control different hardware equipment around them
through TongueMove, such as wheelchair, home appliance, computer, cell phone and
so on. The TongueMove system has a great expansibility with open hardware control
interface, which can be developed for relevant hardware equipment via different
developers.
The purpose of this final year project is to optimize the shortage of processing core of
current TongueMove version. Which can let users operate TongueMove without
having any sample training to get an ideal result and the camera do not need to be
placed closely to the user’s face. Also TongueMove will not be influenced by
different lighting environment or background.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
There are some people in the world whose arms and legs cannot move due to
congenital or acquired factors, which caused many inconvenience to those people in
their life. These people cannot live on their own and cannot enjoy the resources that
ordinary people can get arbitrarily and also have limits in communication abilities to
the outside world. So they need help from people around them. If there is no help
from others, the existence of this kind of life is meaningless because they do not have
the abilities to do what they want to do.
Nick Vujicic is a person with congenital Tetra-amelia syndrome who has no limbs
when he was born. But he lives a meaningful life that traveled around the world to
encourage other people to live. In December 2011, he made a speech in Macau. His
story “Living Life Without Limbs” shocked me greatly and touched me deeply. And
his story inspired me to develop TongueMove. The purpose of TongueMove is to help
people with inconvenient limbs to turn over a new leaf through technology and return
the life they deserve as well as make them live on their own and can explore the
outside world for new information. This can make them feel they have a meaningful
life.

Figure 1: Nick Vujicic speaking in a talk

Besides, TongueMove is not only suitable for disabled people but also can provide
services to patients after surgeries in the hospital. Because of the postoperative
sequela, they will loss the ability to move their limbs. The sudden huge change will
cause many inconvenience. These patients cannot deal with some simple works, so
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they need help from others and here needs others people that hired by hospital or the
patient’s family.

Figure 2: A patient's body is in a plastic cast.

The current system has problems such as complicated structures, difficulty in
installation, bulkiness equipment, complicated usage, high price and so on. Even there
are some projects that can help disabled people improve life at present, for example,
tongue controllable wheelchair can make disabled people move freely outside, or
typing on computer. Some of them are using eyes detection technology, adding
sensors in the mouth then operated with tongues or brain waves controller.
But these methods have their own drawbacks, for example, the eyes detection
technology can make user feel tired for a long time usage. The brain waves controller
needs some training before using it normally. And adding sensors in the mouth of the
user will influence the user’s daily life and mouth movement abilities.

Figure 3: The Tongue Drive System lets users control their wheelchairs like never before.
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Figure 4: Eyetracker

Figure 5: A demo of the thought controlled wheelchair created by Toyota.

The tongue can twisted in different shapes and postures, because this flexible
structure is formed due to the tangling of muscles which can make it implement all
kinds of movement, such as extension, contraction, flatness, curl or curl to be cylinder.
Because the tongue is fully constituted of muscles without bones, it is very soft and
flexible. The tongue may not as strong as arms and legs, but I will give the tongue a
capability through some technology that can change the disabled people’s life.
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Figure 6: The muscles of the human tongue

1.2 The Problem with Current System
TongueMove was developed for a long time. Before this version, there already have
many different optimized versions. The first version of TongueMove was developed
based on Visual Basic 6.0, which has a very low processing speed, and with many
kinds of condition limits in usage and thus can not be applied for actual situations.
Later this system connected with C++ programming development language and
OpenCV image processing library and began to speed up the tongue recognition
progress, which made progressively improvement in the increase of tongue motion
processing speed and reducing the environment limitation.
In the latest version, the system is operated cooperating with common laptop and
built-in camera. The user can transfer simple instructions through extending tongue
with slight head movement to operate wheelchair, home appliance, computer, cell
phone and so on through connected microcontroller.

Figure 7: The 1st version of TongueMove that is developed by Visual Basic 6.0
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Figure 8: The typing UI for TongueMove

The principle of this TongueMove version is to implement by adopting color
recognition after getting facial picture through the camera. And the camera needs to
be fixed in a very close position before the user to prevent the background
environment influence. In addition, different users need to have sample training in
different using scenes before use so than they can operate this TongueMove version
correctly to get an ideal result. This TongueMove version will be easy influenced by
environment light sources. The sudden change of lighting will get the opportunity to
make this TongueMove version operate abnormally. And this TongueMove version
cannot be used normally under dark environment. Also people whose facial color is
similar with his/her tongue color may not use this TongueMove version normally. For
the operation process, the user can call function by extending his/her tongue
cooperating with slightly head movement to designated position. Function will be
confirmed after staying for a while at the same position. This process greatly wastes
time and is unpractical which greatly affect users application experience in the real
using situation.
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1.3 Objectives
The purpose of TongueMove is to make a simple and easy tongue-machine interaction
interface. Combining with advantages of similar system for the disabled people at
present, deeply optimized the TongueMove system.
The users can completely finish any kinds of work without depending on the others
help via using TongueMove. Let’s them get the proper dignity living in the world and
have a whole new life. The disabled people can bring colors to their life and
communicate with the outside world via their tongue. They are not alone anymore.
Besides, unlike other similar projects that is work with additional complicated
hardware equipment, TongueMove can be running only through a laptop or pad with
built-in camera which do not need expensive hardware cost and is also simple and
quick in installation.
The user can control different hardware equipment around them through TongueMove,
such as wheelchair, home appliance, computer, cell phone and so on. The
TongueMove system has a great expansibility with open hardware control interface,
which can be developed for relevant hardware equipment via different developers.
The purpose of this final year project is to optimize the shortage of processing core of
current TongueMove version. Which can let users operate TongueMove without
having any sample training to get an ideal result and also will not be influenced by
different lighting environment.
The optimized system can be work at any kinds of places and the camera do not need
to be placed closely to the user’s face and will not be influenced by background
environment.
During the operation process, users do not need to move their head. Only a simple
tongue movement can operate the system. That is a real tongue control interface.
Besides, the optimized processing algorithm has low error rate and computation load,
which can greatly increase the processing speed of tongue’s action analysis and work
on a cheap embedded computers.
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1.4 Achievements
This final year project gets progress on the TougueMove in great degree, Completed
the following parts of implementation:
l

“Image Pre-processing Stage”

l

“Background and Noise Removal Stage”

l

“Image Normalization Stage”.

l

“Tongue Motion Analysis Stage”

l

“Dynamic Detect Module”

Using Cascade Classifier for facial and nose recognition and positioning the mouth
area with the relationship between the position of facial features, and the camera shall
not need to be put within quite closes distance in front of the user face and couldn’t be
affected by the environment noise and background. It can remove most useless image
area and get the mouth area to be analyzed and handle with the tongue action,
meanwhile to stabilize mouth area image, remove unnecessary small jitter.
Using the SLIC Superpixels segmentation makes mouth images more understandable
for image processing. And optical flow methodology get use to define the tongue
motion from the difference between previous and current frame. Therefore, the
TongueMove system will not be unaffected through the complex light environment
and suitable for different places, even used in quite darker situation of light
environment and without being affected by skin color of the user. It’s applicable for
all kinds of people. Only moveing their own tongue in right, left, up and down
directions, the user shall call the funciton without moving their head as interoperation,
to complement the real tongue-control interface.
After operating these optimization for the TongueMove system. The users can
successfully achieve the fine operation without any sampling and training before
using TongueMove.
Also through controlling the position and size of detect area by the results of last
detection, to eliminate those unconcerned areas to avoid repeating the meaningless
detection and releasing large of the computing resource.
It improves the system processing speed by great degree, reduces the appearances of
many misjudgment situations, to enable the TongueMove running even stable and
suitable for different intelligent devices.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE SURVEY AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Tools and Techniques Used in Related Assistive Devices
2.1.1 Eye-tracking methodology

Figure 9: Eye-tracking with the infrared equipment

In the past, there have been the practical cases of using eye-tracking methodology to
control the computers, but most of them are special devices for paralyzed patients
with commercial applications.
The principle of eye tracking is mainly studying the way of access, modeling and
simulation of eye’s movement information. The devices to get the eyes’ movement
information in the common situation is the infrared equipment, could also be the builtin camera in computer and cellphones with the software support. That could be
applied in many conditions.
When a people’s eye sees into a different direction, there will be subtle changes in the
eyes, which could be extracted as features. And computers could extract these features
through image processing, to achieve real-time eye tracking and predict user’s status
and requirements and then respond to them.
As to the accuracy, infrared projecting mode has a comparative advantage, which
could locate the area within 1 cm on the 30-inch screen, supplemented with blink
recognition, gaze recognition and other tracking technologies, it can already replace
the mouse, and touchpad to conduct some limited operations.
In addition, other image capturing devices, such as the cameras in common computers
and cellphones could achieve eye tracking with the software support but in unstable
accuracy, speed and stability.
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2.1.2 Sensors in the mouth
An experimental wireless technology could make the paralyzed patients easily control
the wheelchair toward the desired direction by just moving the tongue. But the
patients must have the tongue pierced to fix a tiny magnetic nail firstly.
A tiny magnetic nail is the core of the tongue driving system. When the tongue of the
user moves to different directions, the magnetic nail will lead to the change of the
magnetic field around the mouth, which could be detected by a mouth mounted
devices or a head mounted headset that including an array of small sensors.
After the sensors collected the magnetic field changes and processed, the tongue
movement signal is transmitted wirelessly to a computer, to perform corresponding
instruction of moving the forward and backward, turning left and right for the
wheelchair.

Figure 10: Sensor module for the tongue-controlled wheelchair
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2.2 Facial Regions Analysis

Figure 11: Face segmentation for tongue movement recognition

In the research of the human faces, the golden ratio of head length to facial width is
1.618:1.
To facilitate the tongue movement recognition, we divide the length of face into 3
equal parts: from forehead hairline to the brow, from the brow to the bottom of the
nose, from the bottom of nose to the chin, each part is 1/3 of the length of face.
As for the facial width, we use the eye-length as unit to divide the facial width into 5
equal parts. There are 5 eye-lengths from left hairline to left, one is between the 2
eyes, and one is from the lateral side of eye to hairline in each side, each part is 1/5 of
the length of face.
And the ratio of nose’s width to lip’s width is about 1:1.5. So we can well confirm the
mouth position for the following tongue movement recognition.
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2.3 Computer Vision Study
The Computer Vision is such a branch of knowledge about how to use camera and computer to
capture the data and information of the object that we need to. To make figurative explanation that
is to install the computer with eye (camera) and brain (algorithm), and enable the computer got
perception of the environment.
Image processing technology transforms the input image into another image with the feature that
we expected. For example, it can make quite higher signal-to-noise ratio by the image processing
methodology, or to emphasize the details of image by enhanced processing, in order to further
handle with them.
The matrix shall present the digital image data, thus it can analyze and process the digital image
by using the matrix theory and matrix algorithm. Such a typical example can be found as the gray
image. The pixel data of gray image is just a matrix, and the rows of the matrix shall be matching
with height of image (unit as a pixel), the columns of the matrix shall be matching with the width
of image (unit as a pixel), the elements of the matrix shall be matching with the pixels of matched
image, and the value for each elements of the matrix shall be the gray level of each pixel.

Figure 12: The relationship between matrix and digital image
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2.4 Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier Study
Haar features are used to detect the presence of that feature in the given image.
Each feature results in a single value that is calculated by subtracting the sum of
pixels in an image that is under white rectangle from black rectangle.

Figure 13: Haar features used in face detection

First of all, using hundreds positive samples in same species (such as the faces, the
cars) to train a Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier, and to resize these images into
specified size such as 25x25. In addition, also take the negative samples for training,
and the negative samples can be any other images.
After the classifier was trained, it can be used for the ROI with same size as the
trained samples. While there may be such object appeared in a certain area, the
classifier shall output with 1, otherwise output with 0.
If all the objects inside the image need to be searched, the classifier should be set for
researching with the Search Window. This classifier is made through the special
design, so it can be easily zoomed in/out for searching the objects in different sizes,
this shall be much effective than that simply zooming the target image. Therefore, to
search the objects with uncertain sizes in the image, the different Search Window
sizes shall be set for searching several times.

Figure 14: Cascading
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Classifier was called with “Cascade”, just because that such classifier (Strong
Classifier) contains several stages (Weak Classifiers).
When the candidate object passes on those stages one by one, it shall be determined as
the target object finally. And so called “Boosting” inside, is because that there’s also
the designed basic classifiers by using different Weighted Voting base in each stages.
At present, these basic classifiers get the decision tree with at least two leaves. And
Haar-like feature is the input value for these basic classifiers.

2.5 SLIC Superpixels Methodology
Image segmentation is the basic problem for the computer vision field. It shall be the
important part of image understanding. At the same time, it takes the same important
role in those fields such as image processing, pattern recognition and artificial
intelligence etc.

Figure 15: Mouth image segmented using SLIC superpixels

Currently the processing for image mainly takes pixel as the unit and uses the twodimensional matrix to present an image without consideration of the spatial
organization relationship between the pixels, thus makes the algorithm processing
speed is quite slow.
The SLIC algorithm makes superpixels segmentation based on the similarity of color
and distance, such method is with quite simple ideas, can provide the superpixels in
even size and regular shape.
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Figure 16: RGB color space and CIELAB color space

The SLIC superpixels methodology works with CIELAB color space. There are one
lightness or grayscale axis ‘L*’ and two color axes ‘a’ and ‘b’. Unlink the RGB and
CMYK color models, Lab color model is designed to approximate the human vision
and the color range is quite large.

2.6 Optical Flow Estimation

Figure 17: Two subsequent frames

The optical flow is a simple and practical expression method for image motion.
Usually it is defined as apparent motion of the pixel brightness model in an image
sequence. That is the expression for the movement velocity of the point on the object
surface displayed on the imaging plane of vision sensor.
The study on optical flow is to utilize the time-domain change and interdependency of
the pixel’s intensity data in the image sequence to determine the movement of each
pixel respectively.
That it to study the relationship between the change of the image’s grey level in time
and the object movement situation in the scene. Generally, the optical flow is caused
by the camera motion, object movement situation in the scene, or the relative motion
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due to mutual motion of the above two. We assume the tracking part in the image
keeps the minimum brightness or color difference. Also the movement velocity of the
object must be slow and coherent for the frame sequence.

Figure 18: Eight kinds of optical flow field
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CHAPTER 3. OVERVIEW
	
  

Figure 19: System Diagram
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN
4.1 Image Pre-processing Stage Design
The image taken by the computer with the built-in camera is the positive front face
image. While the computer processing the tongue movement recognition with the
positive front face image directly, it may occur the problem that is getting the reversal
tongue movement direction of left and right. So before the processing of tongue
movement recognition, it shall make a rotation process on image by taking the Y-axis
as the rotation axis.
In addition, during the process of tongue movement recognition, it shall need the gray
level of each pixel in the facial image. Thus it may need to transform the original
RGB color space into gray scale image.

Figure 20: The process before face detection

The result of the facial image may be too bright or too dark in the different situation.
The contrast of the useful data area may be very close. And than it shall need to
process the gray image with the histogram equalization to strengthen the local area’s
contrast in the image in order to not affect the whole image’s contrast, and it shall
benefit the upcoming image processing stages.
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4.2 Background and Noise Removal Stage Design
Using the Face Cascade Classifier to do the face detection on the enhanced image
from the image pre-processing stage, to take the face image apart from the
background.
Since eyes and mouth has the dynamic features, so that we need to detect other fix
feature such as nose feature, continue to use the Nose Cascade Classifier for nose
detection from the detected facial image for finding out the mouth area.
By the research of the human faces, we can easily get the mouth area by the nose size
and nose position, that is the ratio of nose’s width to lip’s width is about 1:1.5 and the
mouth area height is equal to nose height. So we can well confirm the mouth area.
After separate the mouth area from the image, it is the time to analyze the tongue
movement action.

4.3 Image Normalization Stage Design
To make analysis between the last frame and the current frame of the detected facial
image and get the center point and width of the detected facial area.
If the center point distance and width difference does not exceed the appointed
threshold, then sampling among the original area, otherwise updating the new
sampling area accordingly.
And adjust the size of obtained mouth image to the same width and height, eliminate
the noisy signals, and reduce unnecessary features by compressing the image.

Figure 21: Getting the mouth area from the original frame
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4.4 Tongue Motion Analysis Stage Design
Using SLIC superpixels to divide the mouth area image into many color blocks with
different sizes. Every color block has its own label and the average color value, which
will be easier to do the following process about tongue movement direction
recognition.
With the superpixels mouth image, we can use the optical flow method process the
last frame and the current frame. Getting the optical flow field, and use the optical
flow vectors set to extract the tongue movement direction.

4.5 Dynamic Detect Module Design
By using the detected position and size where the human face was successfully
detected during last frame processing, to control the detecting range for facial
detection, with the offset adding to the detected position and size.
Since there’s quite small time lag between the last frame and the next frame, the
position of human face shall not deviate in big difference, thus it can determine that
the face-searching region for next time should be in such frame accordingly.
By reducing the face-searching region for detection, it can increase the processing
speed for tongue movement direction recognition.
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CHAPTER 5. IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Image Pre-processing Methodology
5.1.1 Flipping Image Data around Y-Axis
The method is changing the left half part and right half part pixels of the image
around the Y-axis. In the same row, exchange the 1st column and last column value,
exchange the 2nd column and last-1 column value, exchange the 3rd column and last-2
column value…

for ( r=0; r<height; r++ )
{
for ( c=0; c<width/2; c++ )
{
swap_data( pixel[r][c], pixel[r][width-1-c] );
}
}

5.1.2 Converting Color to Grayscale
RGB[A] to Gray is using the formula:
Y <- 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B
And gray to RGB[A] display:
R <- Y, G <- Y, B <- Y, A <-255 (Max channel range value)

for ( r=0; r<height; r++ )
{
for ( c=0; r<width; c++ )
{
do_convert( pixels[r][c] );
}
}
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5.1.3 Image Histogram Equalization
The step of implement histogram as following:
//Step 1: count every gray level numbers
for ( r=0; r<height; r++ )
{
for ( c=0; r<width; c++ )
{
curr_gary = pixels[r][c];
count[curr_gary]++;
}
}
//Step 2: Create the map array
for ( m=0; m<256; m++ )
{
tmp = 0;
for ( n=0; n<=m; n++ )
tmp += count[n]
map[m] = tmp*255/width/height
}
//Step 3: Apply the new gray value
for ( r=0; r<height; r++ )
{
for ( c=0; r<width; c++ )
{
curr_gray = pixels[r][c];
pixels[r][c] = map[curr_gray];
}
}

5.2 Background and Noise Removal Methodology
5.2.1 Face and Nose Detection via Cascade Classifier
l Haar	
  features	
  and	
  Integral	
  image	
  
Each feature results in a single value, which is calculated by subtracting the sum of
pixels under white rectangle from the sum of pixels under black rectangle.

Figure 22: Integral image value
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Figure 23: AdaBoost Algorithm

The basic principle of the face detection algorithm is pass through the image via
detector many times and each time with a new size. The Algorithm could concentrate
on discarding non-faces quickly and spend more on time on probable face regions.
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With the OpenCV function, “detectMultiScale”, we can get the target easily.
face_cascade.detectMultiScale(
frame_gray, face_,
1.1, 3, CV_HAAR_SCALE_IMAGE,
Size( 80, 80 )
);
nose_cascade.detectMultiScale(
frame_gray, nose_,
1.1, 3, CV_HAAR_SCALE_IMAGE,
Size( 10, 10 )
);

The parameters of the funciton defined as below:
void CascadeClassifier::detectMultiScale(
const Mat& image,
vector<Rect>& objects,
double scaleFactor=1.1,
int minNeighbors=3,
int flags=0,
Size minSize=Size(),
Size maxSize=Size()
)

image: matrix of the type CV_8U containing an image data.
objects: Vector of rectangles that included the objects are detected.
scalefactor: to define how much the image size is reduced at each scale.
minNeighbors: to define how many neighbors each candidate rectangle should have
to retain it.
minSize: to define the minimum possible object size. The objects smaller than that
are ignored.
maxSize: to define the maximum possible object size. The objects larger than that are
ignored

5.2.2 Mouth Region Positioning
The number of the results from the Cascade Classifier should always be 1. Because
we just only need one face region and 1 nose region on a face. It’s not possible to
process the multi faces at the same time and it should not be more than one nose on a
face. Therefore, I use two if-case to filter the error situation.
//the face detect work from the camera frame
if ( face_.size()!=1 )
{
continue;
}
//the nose detect work from the facial region
if ( nose_.size()!=1 )
{
continue;
}
//the main part of tongue movement direction recognition
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Also, after getting the face region size and position from the camera frame, then we
can get the nose region size and position from the facial region. We can refer the ratio
of nose’s width to lip’s width is about 1:1.5. So we can well confirm the mouth
position for the following tongue movement recognition by follow program lines.

_face_center = Point(
face_[0].x+(face_[0].width/2),
face_[0].y+(face_[0].height/2)
);
_face_size = Size(
face_[0].width,
face_[0].height
);
_nose_center = Point(
_face_center.x-(_face_size.width/2)+nose_[0].x+(nose_[0].width/2),
_face_center.y-(_face_size.height/2)+nose_[0].y+(nose_[0].height/2)
);
_nose_size = Size(
nose_[0].width,
nose_[0].height
);
target_center = Point(
_nose_center.x,
_nose_center.y+_nose_size.height
);
target_size = Size(
_nose_size.width*1.5,
_nose_size.height
);

5.3 Image Normalization Methodology
5.3.1 Center Point Shifting and Target Region Width Variation Judgement
Since the user’s sightly movement or the camera movement occur by environment.
The camera may get the jitter image. That will affect the size and position of the
detection result region.
Therefore, the system should compare the last frame and the current frame to get the
changes of detected face size and position, then check the changes is excess the
threshold or not. If the threshold is excess, the new position and size will be use,
otherwise, keep the old position and size. That will be a good filter to remove many
errors.

if ( ( norm( curr_face_center - prev_face_center ) > 32 ) &&
( ( curr_face_size.width - prev_face_size.width ) > 16 ) )
{
//update the face region
}
//resample image from the decide face region
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5.3.2 Geometric Image Transformations
The simple way for image resize is the nearest neighbor interpolation method. That is
make the target image’s points as nearest points in the source image. For example, we
assumed the source image’s width and height as w0 and h0, the target image’s width
and height as w1 and h1, so that the ratio as fw=w0/w1, fh=h0/h1. For the target
image (x,y) is refer to source image(x0, y0) pixel. That is x0=int(x*fw), y0=int(y*fh).
int w0 = src.GetWidth();
int h0 = src.GetHeight();
int w1 = dst.GetWidth();
int h1 = dst.GetHeight();
float fw = float(w0) / w1;
float fh = float(h0) / h1;
int x0, y0;
for(int y=0; y<h1; y++)
{
y0 = int(y * fh);
for(int x=0; x<w1; x++)
{
x0 = int(x * fw);
dst.SetPixel(x, y, src.GetPixel(x0, y0));
}
}

And adjust the size of obtained mouth image to the same width and height, eliminate
the noisy signals, and reduce unnecessary features by compressing the image.

5.4 Tongue Motion Analysis Methodology
5.4.1 SLIC Superpixels Segmentation
The SLIC Superpixels Segmentation generates superpixels by clustering the pixels
based on the color similarity. This is work on the five-dimensional space, that is
[labxy], where [lab] is stand for the pixel color vector in CIELAB color space, which
is widely considered as perceptually uniform for small color distance, and [xy] is
stand for the pixel’s position.
The maximum possible distance between two colors in the CIELAB space is limited
and the distance in the xy plane is depended on the image size. So that it is not
possible to use the Euclidean distance in such the 5D space without normalizing it.
If N is stand for the pixels for a image, K as the input of the numbers of superpixels.
So the size of every superpixel is near to N/K pixels. And the S = N K as the grid
interval between the superpixel center.
We use the following distance measure Ds to replace the Euclidean norm in the 5D space.

d
d

lab

= (l k − l i ) 2 + (ak − ai ) 2 + (bk − bi ) 2

xy

= ( xk − xi ) 2 + ( y − y ) 2

D =d
s
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The algorithm of efficient superpixel segmentation as below:
Initialize cluster centers
by sampling pixels at regular
grid interval S.
Perturb cluster centers in an n x n neighborhood, to the lowest gradient
position.
Repeat
For each cluster center Ck do
Assign the best matching pixels from a 2S x 2S square neighborhood
around the cluster center according to the distance measure
End for
Computer new cluster centers and residual error E (distance between
previous centers and current centers)
Until E <= threshold
Enforce connectivity

Then every cluster has its own label. We can reassign new values to the image by
calculate the average pixel color value.

5.4.2 Optical Flow Calculation
In the 2D+t dimensional case a voxel at location
with the intensity
have moved by
,
and
between the two image frames, and the
following brightness constancy constraint can be given:

will

Assuming the movement to be small, the image constraint at I(x, y, t) with the Taylor
series can be developed to get:

Then result in:

The optical flow calculation can get every pixel’s movement vector. With finding the
vectors that is not zero, cluster them by the vector angle. To calculate the cluster size
and the sum of length, then define the mainly movement direction.
for ( i=0; i<img.size(); i++ )
{
a = cartToPolar( vecs[i].x, vecs[i].y );
l = sqrt(vecs[i].x * vecs[i].x + vecs[i].y * vecs[i].y);
cluster[a]++;
sum[a]++;
}
main_dir = max_value_index( cluster );
main_length = sum[ main_dir ];
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5.5 Dynamic Detect Methodology
The previous detected face region of the frame will affect the search window of the
next frame. Since there’s quite small time lag between the last frame and the next
frame, the position of human face shall not deviate in big difference, thus it can
determine that the face-searching region for next time should be in such frame
accordingly. That is the last detected face region with adding a offset.
Rect suggest_region( 0, 0, width, height );
while ( cam >> frame )
{
flip(frame, frame, 1);
frame = frame( suggest_region );
if ( detect_face )
{
suggest_region = Rect(
face.x-offset, face.y-offset,
face.width+offset*2, face.height+offset*2
);
}
else
{
suggest_region = Rect( 0, 0, width, height );
}
}

Figure 24: The example of the current detected area and the offset computed detecting area
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CHAPTER 6. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
6.1 System Quality
6.1.1 Limitation
Head movements must be minimal and show with the positive front face to make sure
the tongue movement direction recognition work correctly.
Actual position of the tongue is unknown. Just only the tongue movement direction
could be tracked when the tongue moved.

6.1.2 Robustness

Figure 25: Testing platform and the hardware overview

System can work well in different light situation such as the Daylight, Shade,
Lightbulb, or dark room, etc.
Environment

Error ratio

Process time

Status

Daylight

1%

18.274~36.64 ms

OK

Shade

7%

22.855~48.892 ms

OK

Lightbulb

1%

19.227~38.679 ms

OK

Dark room

19%

17.291~39.319 ms

OK

Table 1: The error ratio with different evironment
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6.1.3 Performance
Frame size

Error ratio

Process time

1280x720

44%

230.627~432.707ms

640x480

23%

70.05~159.026ms

320x240

4%

21.61~55.166ms

160x120

84%

12.451~25.753ms

Table 2: Different frame size for the face and nose cascade classifier

Frame size

Numbers
of
superpixels

Process time

200x200

200

129.963~153.577 ms

200x200

100

119.17~151.028 ms

200x200

50

111.306~135.798 ms

100x100

200

66.678~82.653 ms
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100x100

100

32.6~42.182 ms

100x100

50

29.329~38.1 ms

Table 3: The relationship between the frame size and the numbers of superpixels

6.2 Ethics and Professional Conduct
TongueMove can help user to control the surrounding equipment. Therefore, it has the
right to access the hardware and do anything. However, TongueMove must follow the
Rule 1.2. Make sure that the hardware control privilege was allowed by the owner and
will not lead to any property lost and privacy invasion.
1.2 Avoid harm to others
In this project, TongueMove has used the OpenCV library and SLIC-superpixels
methodology. That is legal to use for the academic or non-profit. If we make
TongueMove to be a commercial product, that will be not allow or it should be paid.
According to the following rule.
1.3 Be honest and trustworthy
1.5 Honor property rights including copyrights and patent
2.6 Honor contracts, agreements, and assigned responsibilities
2.8 Access computing and communication resources only when authorized to do so

6.3 Future Work
l

Solved the front face problem.

l

Provided an accurate tongue position tracking method.

l

Improved the tongue movement direction processing speed.

l

Designed a special tongue input method.

l

Pluged into current hardware controller of TongueMove.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
In the research process of the Final Year Project, I have learned a lot of expertise
related to Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. By understanding the principle
and application of these knowledge, such as Cascade Classifier, SLIC Superpixels,
Optical Flow, etc., a lot of useful ideas on optimizing TongueMove have been
produced.
When studying the knowledge of Cascade Classifier at the beginning, I find that it is
so magical. But it does not seem to be that amazing after practical projects come out.
In fact, it is merely the integration of knowledge learned in mathematics class. In the
study of Superpixels, I more deeply appreciate the importance of learning engineering
mathematics well.
I have met many difficulties during the study process. For example, in reading the
paper, since my English is poor, it takes a long time to learn the theory in each article,
and I even beat my brains out in the self-learning. Fortunately, OpenCV is a very
useful digital image processing Library, so that I can easily learn a lot of useful
features.
Furthermore, in the process of studying Superpixels and Optical Flow, I have also had
more inspirations for other projects, but due to the lack of time, more numerous useful
ideas have not been achieved. It is still quite sketchy in face detection right now, only
with the analysis of the user's front face, and analysis of tongue movements can be
done more flexibly and precisely. Also, the processing speed can also be further
improved.
It really gives a great sense of accomplishment from the initial fanciful idea without
foundation, then the commencement of looking for information, the research of
papers, the implementation, the repeated optimization of versions, and the final
outcome. When seeing TongueMove made by my own step by step, I am really
excited!
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I fully expect that TongueMove can become a mature product soon, able to be applied
to the actual environment, so as to contribute to mankind, helping the disabled people
get the real life they deserve, without relying on others any more.
Finally, I really appreciate my mentor Prof. Pun in giving me crucial guidance and
inclusion, thus I can commit myself to the research of TongueMove.
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